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Abstract 
Undergraduate courses and laboratories on wireless networks and technologies have been developed 
in response to increasing demand for wireless networking skills in almost all industries. Since most of 
wireless technologies and applications require greater research and are heavily based on theoretical 
concepts, developing hands-on activities for undergraduates is crucial to improve the performance and 
engagements in the classroom. Acoustic data transmission (ADT) functions by transmitting data over 
the air in the form of sound with the use of a speaker and receiving data with a microphone. In this 
paper, we introduce ADT technology into the undergraduate classroom by using an ADT application 
called Wave-GUI.  This paper presents a step-by-step procedure for implementing and evaluating an 
ADT application with only two computers. Through the testing phase, we found that ADT typically works 
best with high-bitrate protocols, and that additional external ‘noise’ does not have as much of an impact 
on this form of communication as one might expect. Additionally, we determined that the two main 
factors in the success of an acoustic data transmission were the quality of the hardware being used and 
microphone-speaker proximity. 

Keywords: Acoustic Data Transmission, Wireless Hands-on Project, Wave-GUI Testing.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
From smartphones to industrial equipment, hundreds of thousands of smart devices require different 
forms of wireless connectivity [1]. In response to increasing demand for wireless networking skills in 
almost all industries, undergraduate courses and laboratories on wireless networks and technologies 
have recently been developed and deployed. Wireless technologies are relatively new. Developing 
hands-on activities covering advanced topics for undergraduates is crucial to improve their performance 
and engagement.  

Many wireless technologies and applications require extensive research to understand and are based 
heavily on theoretical concepts. In order to deliver theoretical concepts and implementations into the 
undergraduate classroom, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Near-Field Communication (NFC), Li-Fi or Visible Light 
Communication (VLC), Global Positioning System (GPS), and Cellular Long-Term Evolution (LTE) have 
been used to develop various hands-on activities and laboratories. As a new field, we introduce acoustic 
data transmission (ADT) technology into the undergraduate classroom. ADT functions by transmitting 
data over the air in the form of soundwaves with the use of a transmitting speaker and a receiving 
microphone [2]. To better understand the capabilities of this technology, we focus our attention on an 
application called Wave-GUI [3]. We chose this application because it was the best non-commercial 
ADT implementation we could find. We chose a free application because we believe that proprietary 
ADT implementations would not be emblematic of ADT on the whole. By testing its capabilities, we can 
better appreciate the potential of ADT, and find applications of this mode of communication for our 
everyday needs.  

This paper presents a step-by-step procedure for implementing and evaluating an ADT application with 
only two computers. Section 2 provides background information on ADT and presents the Wave-GUI 
application, and its encoding protocols. Section 3 presents the experiment we conducted, its setup, its 
experimental design, and the procedure for the installation and launching of Wave-GUI. Section 4 
defines several terms necessary for discussing the results of the experiment, and Section 5 presents 
the results of the experiment. Finally, Section 6 is the conclusion. 

2 ACOUSTIC DATA TRANSMISSION 
ADT transmits and receives data over the air in the form of soundwaves. In ADT communications, 
information is encoded into audio signals to be transmitted between speakers and microphones [4]. 
Since most of today’s devices have a built-in speaker and microphone, we can make use of existing 
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hardware in new ways [2]. ADT technology can support one-to-many transactions, unlike many wireless 
mechanisms. It has further advantages in that it is visible as an interaction media, which has been shown 
to increase perceived transmission rates [1]. 

Sonarax is a company that is working on commercially viable ADT solutions. They have unveiled a new 
ADT protocol which functions without the need for an Internet connection and is able to function on any 
device with a built-in speaker and microphone [5]. However, Sonarax is not the only company to take 
advantage of ADT technology. Stimshop, a company based in Paris, has introduced its own ADT 
protocol that can turn any speaker or sound system into a tool for wireless communication. The company 
claims that it can be used in virtually any circumstance [2]. 

 
Figure 1. The user interface of Wave-GUI. 

Wave-GUI, shown in Figure 1, is an ADT application created by developer Georgi Gerganov. Gerganov 
began developing Wave-GUI in August of 2017 and finished around August of 2019. Wave-GUI is coded 
primarily in C++ and is dependent on several libraries. Wave-GUI uses the Graphics Library Framework 
(GLFW), Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL), Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW), and ImGUI 
libraries [3, 6-9]. 

2.1 Encoding Protocols 

 
Figure 2. List of Wave-GUI protocols taken from the source code. 
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Wave-GUI allows the user to transmit data via 13 encoding protocols with varying bitrates. These include 
11, 16, 22, 43, 64, 86, 172 and 258 bytes per second, or B/s. Figure 2 shows a full list of Wave-GUI’s 
protocols as seen in the source code of the program. These protocols are distinct from one another, and 
they utilize a different set of Tx/Rx parameters to achieve the stated bitrate. For example, Figure 3 shows 
the source code for the “43B/s, Protocol 1”, or “BW43_Protocol1”, and “43B/s, Protocol 2”, or 
“BW43_Protocol2”, protocols [3].  

 
Figure 3. The source code for the 43B/s Protocol 1 and 43B/s Protocol 2.  

3 EXPERIMENT 

3.1 Experiment Setup 
The experiment was conducted using 2 computers: a 2015 MacBook Pro and a Lenovo P51 ThinkPad. 
These will be referred to as “MacBook” and “ThinkPad” for the remainder of the paper. The MacBook 
has a 2.5GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 CPU (Apple does not provide the specific model of the chip), 
16GB of RAM, and an AMD Radeon R9 M370X GPU. The ThinkPad has a 2.9GHz Intel Core i7-7820Q 
CPU, 16GB of RAM, and an Nvidia Quadro M2200 GPU. Both computers are running a CentOS 8 virtual 
machine through the VirtualBox application. Both computers, and the instances of Wave-GUI running 
on them, will be set to full volume. 

3.2 Experimental Design 
The experiment consists of five trial sets: one control and four experimental sets. Each trial set consists 
of three sets of 5 transmissions per protocol (195 total transmissions per trial set). Each transmission 
consists of the input “Sample Data”. In total, the experiment consists of 975 discrete data transmissions.  

The control trial set will be conducted with the sending computer’s speaker placed three feet away from 
the receiving computer’s microphone in a silent room. The MacBook will be the sending computer, and 
the ThinkPad will be the receiving computer.  

The first and second experimental trial sets consist of one of the computers acting as both sending and 
receiving computer. Experimental trial set one uses the MacBook, and number two uses the ThinkPad.  

The third experimental trial set is the same setup as the control trial set, but with a white noise machine 
playing at full volume placed in between the sending and receiving computers. The fourth experimental 
trial set replaces the white noise with thunderstorm noises coming from the same machine also set to 
full volume. 

3.3 Installation 
The software was installed on a CentOS 8 virtual machine running on VirtualBox. The first step in this 
process is installing “CMake GUI”. This is done via the CentOS software application. The next steps are 
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to install “Development Tools”, ensure that PowerTools is enabled, and install epel. Run the following 
commands to do this:  

sudo yum install “Development Tools” 

sudo yum install https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/epel-release-latest-
8.noarch.rpm 

sudo dnf config-manager –set-enabled PowerTools  

Next, the dependencies must be installed. Run the following command: 

sudo yum install SDL2 SDL2-devel glfw glfw-devel fftw fftw-devel libXi-devel 
libXinerama-devel libXrandr-devel libXxf86vm-devel libXcursor-devel 

The Guest Additions VirtualBox software must be installed to properly run Wave-GUI. Run the following 
commands: 

sudo dnf install epel-release 

sudo dnf install gcc make perl kernel-devel kernel-headers bzip2 dkms 

The virtual machine must then be rebooted, and the Guest Additions CD Image must be input into the 
virtual cd drive. It is found in the VirtualBox dropdown menu at the top of the virtual machine window. 
Once installed, the virtual machine must be rebooted once again. Finally, Wave-GUI is installed via the 
following commands: 

git clone https://github.com/ggerganov/wave-gui 

cd wave-gui 

git submodule update –init 

make 

If everything was installed correctly the Wave-GUI software should now be ready to launch. 

3.4 Launching Wave-GUI 
To launch Wave-GUI, open a terminal window and input the following commands:  

cd wave-gui 

./build/main/wave-gui 

 

4 DEFINITIONS 
Several important terms must be defined to properly understand the results. Input is the text typed by 
the user into the input box to be transmitted by Wave-GUI. Figure 4 shows the input box populated with 
the phrase “This is an example of Input”. 

 
Figure 4. Input Displayed in the input box. 
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Figure 5. Output shown in the output box. 

Output is the text displayed in the output box. Any transmission that Wave-GUI picks up is displayed as 
output. Figure 5 shows an example of output. 

Data is defined as the raw information that Wave-GUI interprets from the sounds that the computer’s 
microphone picks up. Frames are the lines of data that make up what was input. The transmission 
shown in Figure 6 is made up of 13 frames of data that make up the phrase “This is an example of data”. 
Both data and output can be split into frames. 

 
Figure 6. Wave-GUI data shown in terminal log. 

5 RESULTS & FINDINGS 
The data gathered from the experiment is summarized in tables 1, 2, and 3. The criteria columns show 
various metrics by which the data has been measured. The “% Some Output” and “% No Output” 
columns denote the percent of trials that did or did not have any output. A high percentage is better for 
the “% Some Output” criterion, and a low percentage is better for the “% No Output” criterion. The “% 
Perfect Output” column denotes the percent of trials where the output was the exact same as the input. 
A high percentage is better for this criterion. The “% Imperfect output” column denotes the percent of 
trials where the output was not the exact same as the input. A low percentage is better for this criterion 
The “% Single Frame” column denotes the percent of trials where the output consisted of a single frame, 
and the “% Multiple Frames” column denotes trials where the output consisted of multiple frames. A high 
percent is better for the “% Single Frame” criterion, and a lower percent is better for the “% Multiple 
Frames” criterion. 

Table 1 shows the percent of trials that match each of the criteria for protocols and for trial sets. The 
averages for the protocols and the trial sets were the same. Table 2 shows the percent of trials that 
match each of the criteria for the trial sets. Table 3 shows the percent of trials that match each of the 
criteria for the protocols. 

Table 1. Data Averages. 

       Criteria 
Data Set 

% Some 
Output % No Output % Perfect 

Output 
% Imperfect 

Output 
%Single 
Frame 

%Multiple 
Frames 

Protocols 76 24 38.05 61.95 60 16 

Trial sets 76 24 38.05 61.95 60 16 
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Table 2. Data Averages by Trial Set.  

       Criteria 
Data Set 

% Some 
Output % No Output % Perfect 

Output 
% Imperfect 

Output 
%Single 
Frame 

%Multiple 
Frames 

Control 68.72 31.28 14.87 85.13 34.36 34.36 

MacBook 91.79 8.21 60 40 89.23 2.56 

ThinkPad 100 0 86.15 13.85 100 0 

White Noise 54.36 45.64 12.82 87.18 35.38 18.97 

Storm 65.13 34.87 16.41 83.59 41.03 24.1 

Table 3. Data Averages by Protocol. 

             Criteria 
Data Set 

% Some 
Output 

% No 
Output 

% Perfect 
Output 

% Imperfect 
Output 

%Single 
Frame 

%Multiple 
Frames 

11B/s, Low Freq 53.33 46.67 17.33 82.67 49.33 4 
11B/s, Med Freq 56 44 28 72 53.33 2.67 

11B/s, High Freq 61.33 38.67 18.67 81.33 58.67 2.67 
16 B/s, Stable 62.67 37.33 26.27 73.33 50.67 12 

22 B/s, Med Freq 66.67 33.33 30.67 69.33 56 10.67 
43 B/s, Protocol 1 64 36 42.67 57.33 64 0 

43 B/s, Protocol 2 100 0 36 64 60 40 
64 B/s, Protocol 1 86.67 13.33 46.67 53.33 65.33 21.33 
64 B/s, Protocol 2 100 0 34.67 65.33 52 48 

86 B/s, Protocol 1 100 0 41.33 58.67 65.33 34.67 
86 B/s, Protocol 2 100 0 42.67 57.33 68 32 

172 B/s, Protocol 1 92 8 89.33 10.67 92 0 
258B/s, Protocol 1 45.33 45.33 40 60 45.33 0 

5.1 Trial sets 
The ThinkPad and MacBook trial sets consistently had the best rankings for each of the criteria. As 
shown in Table 4, the ThinkPad trial set always had the highest numbers for the positive criteria (“% 
Some Output”, “% Perfect Output”, and “% Single Frame”) and the lowest numbers for the negative 
criteria (“% No Output”, “% Imperfect Output”, and “% Multiple Frames”). The MacBook trial set was right 
behind the ThinkPad trial set for each of these criteria. They were close, but how close depended on 
the criteria. The MacBook trial set trailed the ThinkPad trial set by only 2.56% for the “% Single Frame” 
criteria but lagged behind by 26.15% for the “% Perfect/Imperfect Output” criteria.  

Table 4. Rankings per Criteria per Trial Set.  

          Criteria 
Data Set 

% Some 
Output % No Output % Perfect 

Output 
% Imperfect 

Output 
%Single 
Frame 

%Multiple 
Frames 

Control 3 3 4 4 5 5 
MacBook 2 2 2 2 2 2 

ThinkPad 1 1 1 1 1 1 
White Noise 5 5 5 5 4 3 
Storm 4 4 3 3 3 4 
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The control, white noise, and storm trial sets consistently trailed the ThinkPad and MacBook trial sets. 
The introduction of exterior noise for the white noise and storm trial sets was expected to affect the data 
transmission much more than it had.  

The white noise, storm, and control trial sets jumped around in position depending on the criteria. The 
white noise trial set was in last place for two thirds of the criteria, while the storm trial set was the highest 
of the three for two thirds of the criteria. 

The results of the trial sets suggest that Wave-GUI’s performance depends on two factors: the hardware 
and microphone-speaker proximity. The MacBook and ThinkPad trial sets show that even in identical 
situations the microphone and speaker hardware being different can have a big impact on the reliability 
of the transmission. 

The control, white noise, and storm trial sets show that microphone-speaker proximity is also an 
important factor. The introduction of extra environmental noise did have an impact on the transmissions, 
but accurately predicting how much of an impact this noise might have would prove difficult. 

5.2 Protocols 
The initial testing of Wave-GUI using the online demo tool suggested that the lower bitrate protocols 
would be more robust and produce more accurate outputs than the higher bitrate protocols. This was 
not the case. As shown in Table 5, the protocol that consistently ranked the highest was “172B/s Protocol 
1.” It had the best ranking for 2/3 of the criteria. We believe this was because the higher bitrate encoded 
more data into fewer frames, and thus took less time. This made the transmission less susceptible to 
environmental noise due to the lower exposure time. 

The ratio of “% Perfect Output” trials to “% Some Output” trials is another good metric for the 
performance of each protocol. The ratio shows the performance of each protocol in an ideal situation in 
which every transmission is detected and interpreted in some way. The ratios are shown in Table 6. 
This ratio shows that “172B/s, Protocol 1” is the best performing with a ratio of .971, followed by”258B/s, 
Protocol 1” at .882. The third-place protocol, “43B/s, Protocol 1”, trails by .215 points, with a ratio of 
.667. The worst performing protocols were the high and low 11B/s protocols. The high and low frequency 
protocols had ratios of .304 and .325, respectively. These were the worst and second worst ratios. 
Interestingly, the medium frequency 11B/s protocol had a ratio that was close to the median with a ratio 
of .5. 

Table 5. Rankings per Criteria per Protocol.  

                  Criteria 
Data Set 

% Some 
Output 

% No 
Output 

% Perfect 
Output 

% Imperfect 
Output 

% Single 
Frame 

% Multiple 
Frames 

11B/s, Low Freq 12 12 13 12 12 6 

11B/s, Med Freq 11 11 10 9 9 4 
11B/s, High Freq 10 10 12 7 7 4 
16 B/s, Stable 9 9 11 11 11 8 

22 B/s, Med Freq 7 7 9 9 8 7 
43 B/s, Protocol 1 8 8 3 3 5 1 

43 B/s, Protocol 2 1 1 7 7 6 12 
64 B/s, Protocol 1 6 6 2 2 3 9 

64 B/s, Protocol 2 1 1 8 8 10 13 
86 B/s, Protocol 1 1 1 5 5 3 11 
86 B/s, Protocol 2 1 1 3 3 2 10 

172 B/s, Protocol 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 
258B/s, Protocol 1 13 13 6 6 13 1 
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Table 6. Ranking per Protocol of the Ratio of “% Perfect Output” to “% Some Output”. 

                  Criteria 
Data Set 

Ratio of “% Perfect Output 
” to “% Some Output” Rank 

11B/s, Low Freq .325 12 
11B/s, Med Freq .5 5 

11B/s, High Freq .304 13 
16 B/s, Stable .426 8 
22 B/s, Med Freq .46 6 

43 B/s, Protocol 1 .667 3 
43 B/s, Protocol 2 .36 10 

64 B/s, Protocol 1 .539 4 
64 B/s, Protocol 2 .347 11 

86 B/s, Protocol 1 .413 9 
86 B/s, Protocol 2 .427 7 

172 B/s, Protocol 1 .971 1 
258B/s, Protocol 1 .882 2 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the experiment show that higher bitrate protocols tend to perform better than lower bitrate 
protocols. It also showed that the performance of acoustic data transmission is highly dependent on the 
hardware used to send and receive the data. Although some of the protocols performed poorly, they all 
produced output more than half the time. Despite this, Wave-GUI is not ready to be used in a real-world 
network environment as the best performing protocol was only able to produce output 89% of the time. 
For reference, a packet loss rate between five and ten percent would significantly affect a VoIP call [10]. 

We must consider, however, that this paper’s experiment took place entirely within the range of human 
hearing, and that many of the ADT applications in use utilize ultrasound for data transmission [2]. If other 
use cases are considered, Wave-GUI may be a suitable competitor to Bluetooth. Chirp, a similar 
application to Wave-GUI, has been compared to Bluetooth in other papers, and users generally 
preferred the ADT application partially due to the aesthetic of the sound [1]. Though some parts of its 
software can be a bit rough around the edges (the installation process comes to mind), Wave-GUI is a 
well-rounded piece of software that showcases various methods of acoustic data transmission. 
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